FOUNDATION (Prep) - TUESDAY WEEK B
The students will be attempting to create a wall hanging using the weaving technique. The students will be introduced to the technique using paper and the simple under / over motion and then progress onto material using a variety of threads. In Visual Arts sessions they will also be revising the art elements we have investigated throughout the year and create a piece of art that reflects their understanding of the various elements. The students will also be encouraged to reflect on their own art and their peers art work in a positive manner. Please ensure your child has an art smock at school.

YEAR 1 - THURSDAY WEEK A and YEAR 2 - THURSDAY WEEK B
In Visual Arts sessions the students will be investigating weaving and be introduced to the various techniques. They will firstly attempt using paper and then move onto hessian, using a variety of thread and materials to create a wall hanging or place mat. The students will also be revising the art elements we have covered throughout the year and they will be encouraged to produce a piece of art that reflects what they have learnt. They will also be given the opportunity to reflect and respond on their own art, as well as their peers in a positive manner. Please ensure your child has an art smock at school.

YEAR 3 - TUESDAY WEEK A
The Year Three Students will be looking at dwellings and architecture. They will be using skills they have developed during the year to work on a series of drawings to show different types of dwellings. The students will complete one finished piece using either painting or drawing.

YEAR 4 - MONDAY WEEK A
Year Four Students will be learning about Botanical Art. They will be exploring the different ways we can depict nature in Art. The students will be using skills they have developed during the year to complete a finished art piece using a combination of painting and black and white line drawing.

YEAR 5 - WEDNESDAY WEEK B
This term we will combine Art with both Maths and Science. Year Five Students will be learning about 3-D drawing and photographic printing using the sun. The students will complete one drawing using 3-D shapes and a botanical print using light sensitive paper.

YEAR 6 - WEDNESDAY WEEK A
This term we will combine Art with both Maths and Science. Year Six Students will be learning about geometry and photographic printing using the sun. The students will complete one art piece to represent a parabola and a geometric snowflake print using light sensitive paper.